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New Day-Dream 4EVER Screen - designed 4 a longer pleasure
We consider our 4EVER Screen as a milestone insofar as it gives you the possibility to choose among 
4 different projection formats with a single screen and a single remote.
Thanks to 2 motors and moving black dull drop, may your source be in SDTV 4:3, HDTV 16:9, 1.85:1 
Widescreen or 2.35:1 Cinemascope format, this state-of-the-art motorized screen will always ideally 
fit to it.
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Watch Hollywood’s latest blockbusters in their theater 

formats without any «grey» stripes on top & bottom

http://www.dreamvision.net/html/EN/fiches/ecran/4everscreen.htm
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A high contrast 1.2 gain surface specially designed for Home Theatre application will give its best 
performance in association with any of the DreamVision video-projectors 

The black backing eliminates any interference created by the possible presence of light sources 
behind the screen

Lateral tensioning cables assure a long-lasting and total flatness and curl free performance

The European Designed elegant white case will not perturbate your environment

New ! The aluminium lateral plates have been sheltered by two smooth plastic covers, on the 
same finishing than the case. This addition can reach two different goals : aesthetic on one hand, 
the screen being now completely elegant and suitable to any interior decoration, and practical 
on the other hand, in as much as, thanks to the plastic side the case is easier to be cleaned 
without any fear to ruin the motor system.

The 4EVER Screen can be controlled by any computer or domotic device through its RS232 interface 
board

It therefore can perfectly integrate any custom installations or Home Automation system
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New !  The two engines have been renewed and perfected by a new pulse-counting encoder 
which allows to get millimetre precision in setting the running ends.
This device allows the customer to set the screen at any desired ratio, and is 10 times more reliable 
than the previous one.
To avoid any possible damage caused by raw managing, the new encoder has been placed 
inside the motor, granting long lasting functionality.

Watch your favourite concerts in their original 4:3 format
(needs a native 4:3 projector)
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models 4EVER 90 4EVER 100 4EVER 110 4EVER 120 4EVER 130

Part number C1050050 C1050100 C1050150 C1050200 C1050300

base (width) 183 cm 203 cm 223,5 cm 244 cm 264,5 cm

height (4:3) 137 cm 152 cm 167,5 cm 183 cm 199 cm

height (16:9) 103 cm 114 cm 125,7 cm 137 cm 149 cm

height (1.85:1) 99 cm 109 cm 120,8 cm 132 cm 143 cm

height (2.35:1) 78 cm 86 cm 95,1 cm 104 cm 112 cm

Black drop 20 cm 20 cm 20 cm 20 cm 10 cm

box length 211 cm 231 cm 251,5 cm 272 cm 292,5 cm

box colour white white white white white

total weight 31 kg 34 kg 37 kg 40 kg 43 kg

thickness 0.4 mm 0.4 mm 0.4 mm 0.4 mm 0.4 mm

gain 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2

black back yes yes yes yes yes

RS232 yes yes yes yes yes

New !  The black surface has a different painting system.
An advanced painting machinery has been introduced, to grant a matt precise ink masking, 
very hard to be altered by any external «attack».
This means that the new painting system does not fear any strong cleaning and the painted 
fabric could be placed under rain for 5 months without changing its characteristics.

New !  4EVER100 and 4EVER120 are still the most demanded models and kept in permanent 
kept, but now, 3 new models (90, 110, 130) can be purchased within a reasonable delay.

Our Day-Dream 4EVER screens are the most exclusive solution for the everyday home 
theatre users. Much more competitive in price than any other similar product, and now 
brought to a top level thanks to our improved techniques.

Watch the addictive TV serials in their HDTV 16:9 format

http://www.dreamvision.net/html/EN/fiches/ecran/4everscreen.htm

